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The allied subjeets of Natural Ventilotion *nd
Wind Infiltration are sbrouded in try Which has only
beg=m to be dispefled in the past few yar,. Pretioefly
all of the info tion available on the subject is eapiri-
eel in nature and has not ben verified by organized In-
vestigations. For small structures, such as dwelling
houses 'and other buildings of equivalent eizse, a know
ledge of wind effects Is not of gnat imprtanoe, but in
the large buildings whioh are becoming more and more
uusnrous in the presentdsy industrial development, the
matter of infiltration and aeratiot by natural moans is
one which deserves grae onsideration.
The Department of Ynrineerinxg I.esearoh of the
University of MTichigan has been carrying out a program
of investigation of the prinioples of Natural Ventilation
for several years, under the direction of Professor
J. E. r iler. This work has been sponsored Vy the
Detroit Stel Products Company, of Detroitj, Mhirn,
makers of the eneetre prodnts, who have been pioneers
in this tye of inwstigtion.
The prognm for the year 192 inoluded a study
of the relationship between the velocity of the v.ind, and
the pnssUres i 40ed by this velocity a theI6 sad wlnd-
war s foee of a building, for the purpose of detersiniag
the infiltration of air due to thenu preures, and also
for the purpos, of deterainigthe total overturnina t
caorted one building by the wind, The rorods of the
Detritt $tti-n of the United States Wother fluree were
studied and th. magnitude and nlotty of the wind in that
city durng the months of T er, January, and tebruery,
for the past four ywr* wre tMied.
The material of the report Is tresented in the
following orer
1. Equipment for the work, inoluding a resat
of some o the difficulties eneountered in seauring sat ts
factory equiprant.
2. Proeedure of the work, with a deseription of
the disposition and operation of the apparatus,
S. Interpretatioa of the wind date taken with
this apparatus.
4. kn analysis of the records of the wind in
totroit.
b. oane lusions derived from the year's work.
The nature of the work involved required apprsAe
tus not readtly available on the open nrket, and suth of
it was built as required. It was found to be mete satise
feetory in the long run to Wild some of the instruments
than to try to modify existinv equipment, and this policy
#0s followeI as closely as possible,
NIMr t Reoordi g Prnsres.
The first piece of equipment necessary to sccure
da ta on the rehtion of the prersures at various points on
a buildinj was a recording presyure instrument. &evcral
obstacles had to be overcome before a satisfactory devioe
could be secured, aad, while an aeount of these difficul-
ties is not exatly relevant to the main purpose of this
report, it is believed that a brief review of som of the
major items may be of value to anyone sngaged in similar
work.
It was eelded to have three recording prestre
gauges in the set-up; on. to be used for taking the veto-
city pressure of the wind, one for the windward resar,
and on, for the leeward pressure on the building, These
instr nts were to take these pressures at three pints
around the building simultanaously, and their reorde
would later be soared to establish the reletionship of
the various presures, An instrument was required for this
use which would record ptcssurs ranging up to one inch of
water, preferably in Incwnta of 01" on a strip of
paper in perfect sya eronim with otters of the same tse.
A minima of inertia effect or lag ns desired beaunse Of
the rapid fluctuations in pressure incurred in working
with the wind, In addition the instruments were to be
as light as possible to fallitate transportation and as.
4-
The Bashraoh gauge Ased in the work desribet in
the paper, "Pressure Differences acroas Windows in Relation
to W4nd Velocity", by J. 1. Iaswiler and t. Q. Uindalt,
Aeran Soeiety of eatirt and Ventilating n'iaers,
Jotober, 199, was satisfactory in som respeets , but could
not be synchronized with any others, because It bad a self-
eentained clook-work motor, and was also very heavy and
bulky. It also lacked the continuous strip recording
feature which was held to be very teeireble. AS there were
no other tom retal recording gauges of the desired type
available in the fall of 1929, it was decided to build one
in the >el aniol Laboretory shop.
-4otessor Zauwiler deutened a gauge, shown in
Figure 1, which employed the well-known rineiple of a
closed bell partially i red in a liquid, whose posit on
was varied by the pressure in an air space inside the bell,
above the level of the liuld. A tube comnnicated with
the air space inside the bell, and a counter-balance rr-
tamed the weight of the bell itself. It wa planned to
attaeh a pen to the movable bell, whiob would leave a record
on a continuous strip of paper drawn along the outaide of
the container o the apparatus at a speod of about six
ine s per minute by a ell synchronous motor. To prove
the feasibility of the scheme, it was decided to build one
with a two-inch diameter bell, giving a range of 1-1/2
inohes of water head for 3 inches of displaeaent of the
bell* This was tone, but what at first appeared to be
details of oustruetion turned into stumbling blocks whiah
delsyd the whole program for the year. The nehwnieal
cantnhalanoe for the bell was a most annoying one, The
first rethod employed was that of passing two thin sorte
over a light drum supported on Li bal berrings. This
seanisa failed through two hitherto unsuspected feeters,
The inertia of the drum itself was too grat to enable the
instrument to respond to lirat trisaflns in pressre,
even though it was built of aluminum. Alo, the bail bear-
ings fre not so smooth as had ben anticipated, a sort of
teg or eatch in their maent was present, which persisted
even after sever hours of runtngaia at high spnd.
The next attempt to eliminate dreg in the n-
uat of the bell was the substitution of a very limt shaft
for the bail bearing drum astembly The shaft was supported
in hardened cup and en bearings, a had two thin disks
with grond edge. for the cords fted on it.. While it
was fount that this reduced friction and inertia ensider-
ably, and the bell was noticeably more sensitive to slight
pressure variations then formerly, it was still far from
satiaaetory, and was diseardod.
in arder to eliminate all mehenical friction,
an oxperiatnwas tried in whiot the bell was suspended by
* stiff wire to a woodan float isiersed in merury as IS
igwre 2. This ave a nearly gastant buoyant for#, as
only - wire from the float up through the Meroury vried
the displasmmat of ti mercury art the friation, 'when a
-.4
parts were correctly aligned, was negligible. ; ith this
erran enat the apparatus was very sensitive to slight
varietions of pressure, but was easily deranged and was by
no manse portable, The itnutewas of the forces available
was shoen ,very clesrly when a pen was attached! to the move*
ing bell of the gauge, as it immediately destroyed the sen-
aitivity of the apparatus merely by its frietion on the
paper* it was also noted that the dreg of the liquid on
the bell had oonsiderable influence on the speed with whiob
it responded to precure obanes,a end that gasoline wase a
much better liquid for the purpose then water, due to its
lower viscosity and affinity for the bres of the bell.
The zechanis for moving the strip of paper at a
constant syndhronoue epeed wee developed without such trouble,.
The small 4-Watt synobronoas motors rade by the 'arren
Tete honli omrVoany for use in elstric clocks, roted to be
too mall to drive the tension dna of the apparatus, but
the larger 6 and twett sizes made by the same firm were
both found to be satistectery. The shaft of these units
turns over at one rap.m. through a $600:1 speed-redustion
gear from the rotor of the motor, and was Connected thzawgb
an Odha soupling to the dhaft of the roil which pulled
the paper strip pest the Pen of the gauge.
As the principle of the bell type gauge had been
prond to be satisfcttry, the main objections were to the
s llnnitude of the foroes available, and to the mechani-
eel suspension of the bell first attempted, it was deided
Ar7"
to double the iamter or the bell, thus quadrupling the
force on it head, and to re-design the ruage to incor-
porate a compact mercury suspension ach ,ea This was done
as shown in igure 4. The improved pressure elaent dif
fered from the temporary roury suspension Job mainly in
tint the menrury wao contained in ax inner steel cap inside
th. water eopartm nt, instead of above the bell, with a
rinr-sb aped wooden float supporting the bell by means of
three stiff steel rods. The system was made stable by a
pendulum which ran through the pressure inlet tube with
the bob hanging in a chamber below the gauge propero One
of these gauges was built by the Instrument Shop of the
University, but when the medel was completed, it was
found to be faulty in some details of construction, and
the time lent to ereriaext wao so short that it was i'-
possible to set it up end try it out. It is thought that,
if this line of experimentation were followed to a more
fortunate sonclusion, the gauge would be succenful in
its operation,
After the hydraulic gauge was abandoned, it was
decidet to try the ce mat of a lowpreaeura gauge built
by the Bristol Company, Weterbury, Gonn., with the strip-
moving mechanism driven by the synchronous motor as da
soribed above. An at ut which worked In the range of
-J inch to +.4 inch head of water was seured, and had
been stnwessflly set up aM eatibrated when a bulletin
frm the Bristol Compy announced a new tine of instruments
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triven by the a synchronous mers that hod been tried
here ,As the r-tault of sow oorrspoanden with then, it
wo 4eoidd to buy their instruvents and abandon efforts
to develop any here, as the tim left for expert nting
wee short. They providsd us with gauges having a 10-inch
circular chart, rotating one in 15 minutes, with a
presnn range of -4.3 inoh to + .neh of water. The strip
recorders made by this company were too expensive, so
eventually the circular chart type bad to be used. ni
of the guges was eqvttpeO with ar air-tight iron ore
whicb, when trped for pipe fittings mode it possible to
use it for a differential pressure recorder in connection
with a pitot tube for determining wind velocity, the
other two were in wooden ases for meLsuring total pressure
only.
Aazijierr >4v3ma4.
It was neessary to have son auxiliary equipment
to use with the pressure gauges and all of this was built
here. A Pitot tube which foried tbs tip of a wind Vane so
as to present the nose to 'he wind at all times we the
most important of these aufiliaries. This device, shown in
Figure 5, secured the vel:city pressure which was recorded
by the differential pressure gauge rmntioned in the pre-
ceding ,aregraph The tube was built aocording to A.$.fl.
&4 tfl. specifications, with an outer etatic-prossure tube
of 6/8 inch diameter, and an inner totel-pressure tube of
3/8 inah in diameter. The vane was of the split type
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which insured maxiua stability and the assembly was
nted on ball bearings in order to insure nzimum
senaltivity.
It was originally intended to bcve the whole
sytem of wind-pressure recorders operate automatically,
and to do thiz the auges were t_' be run only when the
wind was in a speotfied direction, plus or inus five
de reea, acordingty, a o mautator, 2Iigurs 3, was
fmtnted on the wind van, shaft, a#t, as it wvs not deo-
sirable to break the 110-volt circuit for the 'eug motors
at the point winre the vane would be on top of the strue-
ture being studied, this o mutator opernted a relay. The
relay wsa simple type which operated on a 6-volt storage
battery and broke the higher voltage ctreuit with a Mrcoid
switch unit at ed on a rocker
The ideal situation for the work in this field
would be an isolated building with no trees or other
struoture near by to influence the wind as it approached
the bui nixw where the instr u ts were bested. The
nearest approach to this, ho ver, that could be obtained
wsee the tower of the Aichigan Union Juildiug. This is
eight stories high, four of wieh are abon the main part
of the building, and is not equaled in height by any near-
by obstrufions. The roof of the tower is also easily
aceessible and the top roes was vacant. Theee conditions,
together with its proximity to the campus, made its use
very desirable. The privilege of using the tower and the
unocoupied top room was fortunately granted.
Dtgpost kna r Instuents,
The tower is square and is 28-1/2 feet on each
side. The tower room is arranged as shown in igure 6,
with four windows on each feos except the north and east
sides, which are out into by the stair well. Two reoord-
ing gauges, one for the leeward and one for the windward
pressure, were placed inside this room and were connected
by mans of short rubber tubas to bress tubes set flush in
boards out to fit the window opininge. This made it very
easy t change the location of the instruments to meet any
existing endi tions, as it was necessary only to shut the
window upon the board with the tube in it and then connect
the gauge to it. The instrumentt were always pieced as
near the center of the face of the building as possikle so
as to s eure a mane value of the induced wind pressures.
The top of the tower Is similar in Bien to that
of the tower room. It has a wide stone coping -1/E feet
high around the edge. The Pitot tube and vane were placed
on the north-west corner of the toter, and the differential
recording gauge was placed near it. to; the theft of the
vane was five feet long, it is believed that the wind strik-
ing it n# alnost unaffected by the tower for directions
ranging from SW to WE. This range of direetions includes
the pnalig winds or this bea11ty.
+wil
The relays, battery, and other equipment wero
assembled in the t over roem, ant everything could be on-
trolled from that point. The two presaure gauges in the
tower room were usually on opposi te sides of the teer so
as to get a record ot leeward and windward pressures
simultaneously*
Pireo A. CSzntyol 9fA~~a
The original intention was to set t he lO-4egree
segmnt or the comutator to suit the prevailing direction
of the wind at the time the reeorde were taken, and then
lUt the control system stop and start the three notors in
unison so that the three recorde would be nerfeetly syn
ehronied when taken oft the gauges. in theory this was
11 right, but in praetiee it did not work out prfeotl4.
The synchronous tor used ewere of -etts capacity end
their starting torque was se s4lit that varirtions in
riaeosity of the cil in the gear cset containing the 3600-
to-1 speed reduction were suffieient to influence the lag
in starting. As a result, by the tin the instruments
ha run the 1 ninutes required to fill a chart, in the
short intervals that the wind was in the right direetion,
the coldeat instrument had a coneitorable leg oorared to
the ner ones, This leg could not be distributed pro-
portionally along the chart beeause of the unequal number
of starts and stop# at various parts of the charts. sa
perfect synchronization was eeeseary in these records,
this inaeeuracy could not be tolerated and steps were
taken to eliminate it.&
-4 .
At first the ebarts, whifh nenibled the sample
set shows in Figtwos 7, 8, and 9, ets resynoronised at
every quarter revolution (8 hours on the arbitrary 24-hour
scale), $bt le this reduced th. errers to one-fourth t x ir
foraer value, it entailed considerable trouole and delay
during a run, and soold not be ouuidereX as wholly etism
tee tory.
As the main difficulty was in the start-and-stop
prireiple ot out tie control, another attempt was zud
to record winds from only a presribet direction aMd al
motors were run cant inucsly. This n wsheme consisted
of dtsignirg and building an auto tie venting device
which would open the total pressure line rutting to the
differentil gaugefrom the pitot tube at all times ex-
ept when the wind was In the desind ireotion. flnn the
Go autetor on the wind-vsn shaft tuade coflact, a solenoid
was energized and diped the end of a glass tuba connected
to the total-pressure line into a ap of mereury, thus
allowing the differential gauge to operate in its normal
fashion as loss as the w lad remained in the desired direotion.
This devie eand its ooruestlors are shown clearly in one of
the photographs of the apparatus on the tower.
It was intended that this system of operation would
give a vfloity pressure ohart of alternate notion, of zero
values and of the true iale take when the vent was open and
when it was flaet, repectiwly, during periods in which the
wind was within the desired 10-degne nag*. towever, the
intervals of time in ih the wind stayed with the lOs
degree segmt were so short that the record, instead of
being alternate stretohes of ro pressur, and fluctuating
periods when the wind was acting on the gauge through the
pitot tube, was oruposed almost entirely of up and down
lines oaused by the rapid opening and closing of the vent.
A -Qdegree se nt was put on the commutator, but this
ohan e did not help tsrially as the travel of the pen
w#s still very errati, Some of the records taken by the
methods outlined were satisfactory as regarde acuracy,
but their propration into a sabl* form was so laborious
that they were superseded by e simpler system.
It was decided to sarifioe the feature of direction
control in order to seoure perfect synocronisrn and a more
readable record. This wos ao.mplished by diseonnecting the
commutator and installing a switch, which enabled the observer
to start end stop all three inetruenta at wilt from either
the tower room or the roof. bWhen this was done, mueh of the
previous difficulty disapperea at once and records were
obtained which were much easier to compare and which matehed
perfectly in their timing. 41 three synebroaous motors
unotion.d properly when runin4 steadily.
The surves troced by the pens of the inztrwwnts
were mush s ther when the charts were running steadily than
when the direction sontrol ws in uses and the gain in 8e00u-
roay and reatibility more than offset the lost due to abandon'
tag the sletive funatton of the 0omtator.
The intruwsat s, after having been installed in
the tower, were *hecked against a sensitive aLlison Inclined
Draft Gauge, and were found to be asocrate vi thin .01 inch
head of water over their entire range. s statie head was
imposed upon both the Bristol and the Ulson gauges sinul-
teneously by aeenv of & car ieble olumn of water in this
chect up.
t of Conditiop dri U.
The greater part of the uans were made with the
inctrument disposed ae. follows; The diferentiel gauge
for de tertning the velocity pressure of the wind was Of
the northwest corner of the tower, The other two gauges
in the tower room were loosted at the east and went feces
of the bil4ing. This arrangeent as satisfactory for
nearly all eonditions encountered, as the prvailing winds
for the locality are southwest to north. The windows and
door of the tower room were kept closet most of the time to
simulate winter conditions in a building.
On one occasion, tVen there was a very high south
wind, one of the ga was shifted from the west to the
south fae and a fe runs were made with this arrangement.
Also, on this same day some experiments wtre made by open-
tag various windows in the tower room and noting the sub-
sequent offet on the geuges in the room, The results ob-
tamed ere very interesting, and promise some further in-
formation on wind effects when gone into more exhaustIvely
than wa possible at this time
Pulley
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A large number of charta were obtained by making roe
whenever the wind conditions were suitable. As taken, the records
were scarcely in & usable form, as the ciroular charts with only
One *rve on eaCh were not readily compar ble nor easy of
interpretation. eah run, which is a tenr used throughout this
report to da ribe a cozpslte set of three charts which have
been mad.eSiMltaneously by the three recording gauges of the
setwup, was thretor. transaribed onto a system of rectangular
@@0*4ua tea. The three urves of a run are superimposed on the
sawe sheet. tO permit easy comperison. It will be noted that
thifl an tue sheets of these curves for every run so transcribed
as they could not be drawn-to a proper seaie on a sinele sheet.
The aecond sheet of each run is wrkeCd " t'd" to designte
it as the part aorflSpOAdi*4 to the P.. section of the charts.
A sample sot of charta, Run "AW" Is included with the tranaribed
curves (Figures 7, 8, and 9). These photostats are two-thirds
the actual sin of the original oharts, which arc ten inches in
diamter. Thus the velocity pressure, wndard pressure, and
leeward pressure can be compared at a glaes. The runs were
grouped aeording to the d irection of the wind and wifl be found
to have been tratod as groups ether than as individual run.
fln4 1 to the BUil a
The most important grous of runs wer, those taken when
the wind was blowine fr-a a westerly direction. In this
5oU , runs *v", "r,",", *"AS, wd", and k" have been
taken as representative specimens, and the superimposed
presure curves from the three instruments are included
in this secti on. In drawing these curves the arbitrary
seale of hours found on the charts supplied with the in-
atrments wea used as one ordinate, and the head in
inches of water as the other. 4s the instruments revolved
once in 15 minutes instead of once in 24 hours, the hori-
wiutal seal. reduces to one insh being equal to .783 of
a minute instead of 1*25 hours, which it would be if the
chart scale were true.
a estudy of the eurves of these runs indioates
at a glance that the windward pressure curve is very
similar to the velocity pressure curve, and to a less
marked extent the leeward pressure curve is much like
the velocity pressure line. The velocity pressure was
more sub ject to stsl fluotuations then either of the
other two rssurus, due to the variable nature of the
wind, and the emal mount of 0'r involved in the trans-
missi m of these Vriutions to the instrument. In the
ease of the two gauges in the tove room, the neutral
or r ferene pressure in the room oorresponds to the
stetie pressure impressed on the outside of the pressure
element of the differential gauge used for taking velocity
pressures. iowever, it is not constant, nor nearly so
as the statie pressure is, and the efftet of its vari-
etion on the record of the windward pressure gauge is
as follows. A sudden Inovease in the windward Wad on
el*.
the buildias finds the room, or reference pressure with a
low value, and the pen on the {yage registers the full
dfferena between the windward pressure end room pressure;
as the windward head persists the room pressure increases
beoause aof leakage on the windward face of the building,
and the differntial registered by the gauge becomes
smaller. Hence, the curve traced by the pen jumps suddenly
to high value s a gust of wind hits the blding, and
slopes down gradually as tht inner pressure builds up. In
the noantis the true windward head may have been at a o n-
stant high vale, but the suge will have shown a steady
decrease, due solely to the change in the reference pres-
sure. The same thing applies to the leenrd pressure* but
here the effect I. rzveresd, as an inoresse in the refer-
once pressure increases the apparent suction registered by
the gauge. The effect is not so notieeable in the ea of
the leeward presrure records because the heads registered
were quite small at .ll times.
The response of the windward pressure to an in-
crease in the velocity pressure is dependent upon the di-
rection of the wind at the instant of inerease. The more
nearly normal the wind, the eloser the agreement between
the two curves, and rice re. ts it was previously ex-
plained that the direotional controel was given up in order
to secure better earts, the directions noted on the s-
penying curves are those of the prevailing winds during the
runs, and are not to be taken as netaing that the wind was
strijtly contined to that given segment of the compass
circle. As a rule, the higher the wind, the more unstable
its direction is liable to be from minute to minute, while
in the lower ranes the direction is notably mor constant.
Hence, the lask of agreement betveen windward and velocity
pressures is most noticeable in the rune with higher heads
recorded in them. Run "k", the curves of which will be
found at the and of this cotion, is an exception to this
rule, becaue it was taken while the direetion control do-
vice was still in tin.
The leeward hetA behaves in exatly the opposite
way from the windward head, as it becomes more responsive
to changes in velocity uhen the wind is not normal to the
building than =hen it Is normal. This is :,ertioularly
ell brought out in the curves of run "Ab%. In the sections
marked "1" and "2", which were one continuous stretch on
the riginal charts, the wind changed from practically due
west to northwest, and the hitherto fine agreement of the
velocity and windward head curves was i wdietely broken
up, while the agreement between the velocity and leeward
head curves not iceably improved during this time. Then
effects agree with previously observed phenomena conern-
ing wind effects on obstructions, as.o wind at an angle of
less than 90 degrees to the windward faoe produces a
greater soution in the rear of the obstale lnear the ormnr
around whisk the wind is blowing than a normal wind does.
mzperiaezte with long structures have shown that the non
tion is hIgher near the windwr corner than it is further
'4
along the eward tace, but in the ease of this 1ai
square tower, the increase in suetion wee probably genoral
when the ind swung around any from the normal angle.
The agreement between the various preorures re
oorded is interesting to note in the rune mentioied, but
the original transaribed crves eonvey no quantitative idea
of their actual retetionship. fence, it was decided to
present their information in a modified form. To taOm-
plish this it was necessary to construct a set of curves
which would preent the results of a oomprison of the
various prenures throughout the six runs included in this
group, and would establish a relation botiien them .Co-
eordinglyS a set of axes were taken with the velocity head
in inches of water as one ordin te, and the head induced
b? this veloeity head on the windward and leewr o faces
of the buildinq as the other .rdjlt6 A large number of
points were then plotted, and the paths o the curves on
S'igure 10 were determined. The points themselves are too
numereus to be show, but with six runs to work from there
is every reason to believe that the ourves shown are correct.
The higher values o both the leeward end windward presturee
were very definitely deterained by the relation of the pree-
sure curves in run "k", which was fortinstely not only of
high veleetty, but limited to nearly a due wwt wind by the
diroetion control.
It will be noted that the windward head curve is
a straight line whose value isD per cent of the velocity
heed. The leeward head ourve is steep at the Iowcr part,
where it equals about 40 per cent of the velocity head, but
drops to aroand 1 Zper cent at the hliher values of the
velocity head, The third ourve, eafled the "Total Head",
is the sum of the windward and leeward heads, and is about
equal in value to the velocity head. The toto4 head exceeds
the velocity head at BO points, which seems to be an ano-
Maly until it is ensidered that the windward head is a sort
of pile4dup mess of air, and the leeward hntd an attenuated
region in the rough shape of a Oone, and that it is not
ne*onary that both be maintained by the eame group of awving
particles of air, but my be cnaidered to be maintained by
innumerable particles moving at a high veloeity, which in
this way may impart a total head to the pressure regions of
more than their individual heads. At the higher values of
the velocity head the total head drops off, due to the fall*
ing off ot the slope of the leeward head curve,
in rigu 11 the orves of Figure 10 are shown
* ain with the di fference that the induced heds are drawn
aeaiast the veleity in miles per hour instead of the vcta
eity head itself. The relation between veloeity and head in
fluid flow, V2 o 2 gh, 4dch redse to 4 w 45*5 p for air
at WG*., where "JO is in m.p~h, and w"rP in inehea of uater,
was used for this transposition.
Only one position of the windward pressure resorder
na used in any one of these runs as it wa thought desirable
to have a oowiarison betwn tie value for the windward head
,.«
in those experients and that used. in the L ,.2. & V.T.
formula oF P W .00046 M8* In Figure 12, therefore, the
observed windward head, tb n asMU osteulated head, and
68 per cent of the maximum salculated head, which is used
as an average value by tiny deligners, are all plotted
against the veloeity in m.pah. The resulting ourves show
that the observed head tlies between the other two in value,
and approximates 80 per cent of the value of the maximum
head given by the formula. One point readings cannot be
coneidered as giving a true average of the pressure on the
fas of a nial, especlally when the buildin lstes irregu-
lar as the Union tower, but from these curves it would p-
pear that the point selected w as nearly right as could
have ben found.
In the last o the set of eurves beed on this
series of runs, ig ure IZ, th total displacing force of
the wind on the building or the sum ot the windward and
leeward heads, was orater ted from inehe of water to
pounds prr square ftoot, and plotted against the Velocity.
Thea the value of the resistance that would be offered by
a flat plato normal to the wind was eomputed from the well
known formule P a .0032 AM2 , when P is in pounds per square
foot, A t square feet, and M in map.h. This formas is
used extensively in serod sal work, and was originafly
etemined by 3ftel in his resnroh on the subject. It Is
given in Yarner' "Airplane Desiga", and Monteith's "Simple
n rodynwies ant the Airplae", with the coeflitlent .005*
as As here. when the flat plate resistance in pounds per
square fet is also plotted against the velotity in i.p.& it is
seen that the two artes are very statlar in tor, but that the
wind pressure is at all times les than the flat plate rsistense
This is what might be expeete4, since a flat plate tffers more
opportunity for violent eddies and vortiees to torn imediately
behind it than does a building with casiderable depth. The
resultant decrease in suetin, or leeward head, behind a building
is suff icient to account for the lower total displacing torne,
as evidenced in the surves sho. owever, the agr ent is
cloer than would at first be expected when the tiffe2oence in
the ton of the two obstructions in the path of the wind is
considered.
WiA Ohr fi Nml oAe Ridi s.
The wuna wnen the wind was at angles other than
90 degrees to the fade of the tower are not eapable of being
rouped together and anlyted as a whole, beoauee of the
Vartyig effects resulting.from slight ' aO in direotion,
and the virtual impossibility of obtaining duplicate records
in the short tie nvailable. They will therefore be treated
lad ividuafly.
MnflC". Run "r was taken whoa there wis a very strong wind
ating fra 20 dgrees west of south. To meet this condition
the gauge in the tower room which r5n usually on the west sid
was moved to the south aide of the room the oter gauge being
left ox the east side. As the wind was not normal to any one
tact, they w.s o way topt a strictly windwar&eand leeward
pressur. roe tIu, but in th titling at the charts, the south
taoe 1. spoken of as "windward" and the east aoe as
"Leeward" because they t nearly satisfy normal ondie
tion.
It will be seen from the presure curves of run
"Y" that the run was remarkable in that higi and low elo
cities ocurred in quick suewsion. The windward pressure
curve folows the velocity pressure curve quitpa closely,
with no periods of iarked divergence t ro the general trend
of the velocity head line. This is what would be expected
when it is cansidered that the wind was only 20 degrees
from normal to the south fa of the building moat of the
tim, and that the general ofeeta noted in the westerly
rus were of the se careter. However, the leeward
bead curve is quite different ftro any encountered bufort.
It follows, or mirrors, the velocity head curve very
closely, and the magnitude at the noun torta , is greater
than in any other case noted. As the wind swept around the
southeast corner of the tower, a musk greater vacuum was
formed on the east Lee than when the flow was due west
along the south side. Phe eddy currents formed were natur-
ally more violent with this angling direction of the wind,
and were nor nearly oEomareble to those formed behind a
thin, flat plate, then behind a buildtng.
'Then the induced heads are plotted aiaint the
velocity head in igur 14t, the differences between a
nor I and an angling ind become very apparent. The wind-
werd head is tes atfested than the leeward. Instead of
-a..
being 80 per sent of the elocity head, the windward now
*quals about 74 per sent, ad is still a straight-line
function. The leeward head curve, however, starts off as
a straight line at lower valueatof the velooity head, and
instead of deoressing its slope, inereases it until the
velocity head is .80 inch aof water. The leeward head is
#29 ineh, or 36.2 per cent, instead o 15 per asnt at a
similar point in the ease of the norral to building runs.
The sum of the wind-ward and Leenrd heads is nearly equal
to the velocity heed throughout its range,
With the induced hees plotted against velocity
instead of velocity held in Figure 15, the difference is
still more clearly marked between these curves and those
of normal winds. The sum of the leeward and windward
heads does not equal the linear displacing fore of the
wind on the building, however, as the two faees considered
are not opposite sides of the tower. It 1. also quite
probable that if the instrument a had been conneoted to
different points along the east and south faces of the
tower, the resultant curves would have had a different
trend from those obtair d with the gauges conneoted to
as near the center of the faces s the window openings
would permit, which was the ease during this run. This
is particularly true in the case of the leeward head
turve, because of th non-unif or suction zone formed
by the angl g wind on the east face. The unusually
wide renge of the pressures obtained during this run
sate it possible to secure a large nubty of points by
which to flot these curves, a eireuratanes which was quite
fortunate. The windward pressure curve was not compared
with the ostoulete vale, an4 the displacing foroe obw
served was not drawn against the flat plate resistanee
beoause the oases vre not analogous in this inetance.
gns ."s" -. d ft":~ Runs "a" and "t" were made on the same
day, and with the wind raginas from north to northwe t
They do not fall into the normal Class therefore, end are
interesting because at som- times the wind was almost
parallel to the two faces of the building. rVere the gauges
wore loated.
In run "a", the agreement between the leeward and
the veltoity-head ouyes is perhaps the best of any run
taken. With the horizontal axis as a horizon, the leeward-
hbad curve appeors to be a reflection of the veloeity-heid-
line, and follows Its changes very faithfully. This is due
to the more pronounoet effet that an angling wind has upon
the auction zone at the rfar face of the building near the
corner around which it sweeps then a normal wind has upon
the suetion zone extending irosa the whole read of the
building. The windward pressure gauge evidently did not
respond to the aslight pressure built up until "S" on the
time scale. After this point it funet.oned properly, and
thb agreement of the windward-had curve with the veboeity-
heed eurve is very good for the rest of the run. The range
of pressures to en was not suffilent upon which to bane
Ourfes giving the relationships established in other runs,
as the a ia velocity head was only .20 inch of water,
The first half of run "t" is wIthout any par-
tiouoarly noteworthy festures# but in the second sheet of
the Qurves traced from the charts of this run, a very
pecliar behavior of the winderd head curve is apparent.
With the elocnity head rangi g between *02 and .f inch of
water, the windward head hovers around the zero pressure
line, rising only to .0f inch of water as a maximux and
actually becoming -. 02 inch at two points on the curve.
The instrument nwa apparently not 3azned or stuck, because
minor fluctuations occurred during the time in which it
registered ner plus or mi at #01 inah of water.
The explanation of these phenomena lies in the
feet that when the wind swings around to an arle of 15
de geea or teas with the windward face of a building, the
pressure on that face becomes negative rather than poei-
tive. This was observed in model tests made to determine
scrtain tacts concerning natural ventilation. It is inter-
esting to have it subsatntiated by these resuits, though
the exact angle of the wind at which the pressure changed
over could not he determined in this case, as it was when
models of buildings were used in a wind tunnel.
g " , Th1n "As" was a special ran uadt with the wind
eoumin 'from 5, to W., and with the south windows of the
ter roam all open and the pressure gauge on the south
side of the ro.m The pressur. line ar to an open
wintow and was fastened to a board placed as usual in the
window opening* The velocity preture was not taken dur-
ing this run as the wind was so high that it was teared
that psranent injury might b, done to the gauge if it
were @onneot d. However, as this run was token on the SOe
afternoon as uan "r, an idea of the veloeity head may be
obtained from that run, though they were higher yet for
Run M*. *VTh the windows o the windward side open, and
all other openings in the room closed, it will be noticed
that the wttdtard-pressure ourve roughly resembles a saw-
tooth effect, A sudden gust of wind would build the pres-
sure up iMdiately, then in a lull of the wind the pres-
sure would gradually diminish until the next gust* The
room soamad to act as a surge tank in a water circuit, the
air within it being eopressd by sudden large pressure
jumps outsi de and then being released graduslly within a
period of abcut 10 soaonds.
It is noteworthy that the pressure was ut all
times greater then zero, which shows that there was enough
exfiltration from the room to maintain a pressure differ-
ential Oeten the outer face of the window and the room
imdistely inside, as on opposite sides of a diaphragm in
an orifice meter. This is certain, besause it there were
no flow throg> the windows, the pressure inside vould
have equalled that outside, nd the gauge would not have
responded at ,l. At One point on the Ourve, when the
door was opew 4, tMe prnueremained nearly oonattnt for
a short time, as tse flow through the room inrease#. In
eidentelly the pressure on the door, hich opened outwards,
nas rV tilent to require considerable of tort to close it.
When closet, the door wes tight fitti6, end all of the
windows were equipped with metallie noether stripping, so
it is probable theat for an uanwather-stripped sash the
bae line of the prenure ourre would have been higher in
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RCORDS OF T11Z ITUt It? T4 YIT
It was thought desirable to seuesom information
regarding the past behavior of the wind, upon which predic-
tons of Ntuare winds might be aed. As Detroit was fnleu-
tent and the local station of the Weather Burem of the United
States bepertmnt of Agriculture keeps a very plote record
of the winds, it was deeded to make wetof their obserra-
tons. Accordingly, through the courtesy of Mr. Conger, the
chief meteorologist, records for the last four winters, 1926
27 throuh 1929.40, were studied for the thre months of
e r, 3anuary, and February, and data taken on the da fly
average temperature and the velocity and direction of the wind
for every hour of the day. The three months chosen are the
coldest ones in the year, and are those during which the in-
filtration of air duo to induced wind pressures is most
important in the heating of buildings.
In its original condition the information gathered
was of little direct value. Therefore, to make it more read-
able it was r4nged in the following maer: The anmonster
records gave the direction of the wind by the four eardinal
points of the compass or a combination of two adjacent points
to indicate an intermediate direction, so the sight different
directions noted in the log book were used as headings, and
the nber of hours per year, during the daylight hours of
.. 3tja
6 ano. to 6 p.a., that the wind blew in that direction with
a veloeity of 10 .p.h. or more, was noted below. It was
decided to restrict the oupilation of this data to these
hours, because the heating load of large buildings is great-
esat during the day and diminishes at night, when the majority
of the o0#upnts are sway. Ten m.p.h. was set as the lower
limit of the wind data as the pressures induced by winds of
lees than this velocity an practically negligible when con.
sidering infiltration. In Table I which presents this data
twol oluns of figures will be found under each winter's
heading in each direction. The latt-hand figure gives the
number of hours during that winter that the wind blew with
the veloeity given at the Itf t of the pag, while the right
hand column arries a running total of all the hours of wind
at that and all higher veloities. The percentage of the
total number at hours of wind of any direction for any one
season is given at the bottom of the column for that winter,
while the average percentage for four winters oe upies the
space below this, under the direction heading.
The percentage results are more vividly shown in
Figure 16 where there is a graphical representation of the
ae$ figures shown in Table I. The octagon represents the
eight directions, while the length of the bar erected on
eat side of the octagon represents the peretage of total
wind in that direction for seah *eaeo The overwhelming
- ,10
predowinance of southwest and west winds is surprising at
first glance and, while the percen ta in the various direc-.
tios might be expected to taper oft gradually from the pro-
railing southwest.#s it does in the clockwise direction, the
sudden drop when going fr southwest to south is very unsual.
During the daylight hours of the winter of 1929-30 there was
not a single hour during whieh the wind bitt from the suth
with a velocity of 10 n.p.h. or mre. If the winters of 192-
27 and 192?48 were considered alon e, the northwest winds
would be more prominent than when all four winters are consid-
ered. This suggests the possibility of a false conclusion
being drawn from four seaso 4' averages and also that an analy-
sis over a longer period of time night be valuable. However,
tim did not permit of soh an analysis when the distinot dif-
foren e betteon the winters of 1927-28 and 1928-29 was ated.
Figure 16 gives a good idea of the general distri-
bution of the wind in Detroit, but gives no clue as to velocity
with which it blew in the various direetions. The vaues for
the four winters were averaged, therefore, and the distribut ion
of total hours of 10 m.p.h. and above in each direction is
shown in Figure 17. The totals for each direction are also
split up to ahow the duration of winds of varying velocities.
The first step out from the central octagon includes all those
from 10 to 15 m.p.h., the next, those from 15 to 20 m.p.h., and
so on,
The predominance of the southwest winds is again
striking not only in quantity, but in winds of high velocity.
There is more than half egain as much southwest wind of over
20 m.p.h. than there is from all the oher directions put tos-
gether. A tendency for the higher winds to come from the
southwest is shown by the ftet that there is are west wind of
10-15 x.p.h. than there is southwest wind of that velocity
range, whilt in all the other veloi ty ranges, the southwest
exceeds the west winds. It would "sanfrom these results that
in planing to embat wind Infiltration, the southwest and west
wind would be the only ones to be considered in the Detroit
district.
The nparatures for each direction were carefully
averaged for the four seasons, and will so be found on Figure
17, at the ends of the wind-tine figure. They aresomewhat
higher than might be expected for those months of the year, but
the rlative values of the northerly and southerly directions
are what one would expeet. The interediat* temperatures also
follow a regular order, as the tamperatires increase from north
to south, both ways around the figure. Though it does not show
in this figure, while the original data was being taken it was
noticed that the days during which the highest winds were ob-
served were not those of extremely low temperatures. In taot,
the high winds were accompanied by moderate temperatures, and
on the very lodest days the winds wer, not particularly high.
Thus the established practice of figuring infiltration for the
highest winds and lowest tenperatures observed in a locality
would appear to be overly cautious, aince the two worst con-
ditions do not occur simultaneously.
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C4CLU$1oNs FROM ThI VEAR'$ 2ORi
Fren consideration of the results of the effect of
the wind around a building it is apparent that when the wind
is normal to a face of the building the windward pressure
varies directly as the velocity h*e and is *qwl to about
80 per *ent of the velocity head. The leeward pressure does
not vary direetly as the velocity head, but is equal to about
13 per cent of the velocity head at the higher values of the
velocity heed. The total head induced by the winds is slight-
ly g ter than the veloeity head until the velocit y reaches
32 a.p.h., where it is equal to it. Above 32 m.p.h. the total
indueed head falls below the velocity head until at 43 M.p.h.,
tn limit of the curves drawn, it is equal to about 93.5 per
sent of the velocity head. The observed windward head falls
between the maxim head calculated from the formula p
.00046, and the value generally used by designers, which
is 68 per *ent of the maxim alculated head. The observed
head is SO per cent of the calculated head in these tests.
When the wind was not normal to the face of the
building, the windward head was about 74 per cent of the ve-
locity head, for a wind 20 degrees less than normal to the
faeo. The leeward head is greater than in the ease of the
normal winds, as it equals 23 per cent at the higher ranges
of the velocity head. The san of the windward and leeward
-35-
heads is equal to the velocity head up to a velocity of 23
in.p.h. and then rises slightly abe the velocity head in
value.
Ihen the wind beomes nearly peraflel to the fate of
a building, the windward pressure flu.tat.. betwen positive
and negative values. The critical eagle for this cehange is
with the wind at about lb degrens to the taco of the building.
With only the windward windows of a building open,
there is still enoueh exfiltration trom the room to maintain
a pressure difference aeross the open windows whieh varies in
Value with the velcoity of the wind and the air-tightness of
the room.
The records of the winds in Detroit for the past'
four winters show that the west and authwest wind, are the
predominating ones for that vicinity; also that the latter
an those having the higher v'alcitin . The northwest winds
are quite prominent, but the south winds are almost negligible
in amount. The te peratures for the amm period of time are
fairly high, and refute the idea that high winds acoempany
lowteaperature periods, as only moderate winds were observed
during the cd snaps.
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